
Can and Should an US- 
 

Uprising be Prevented? 
 

 

The Poverty 

The Americans cannot close their eyes for it much longer: USA is coming closer to the 

status of a Third-World-State. The extremely rich are getting richer but the poor part of 

the population can only notice an increase in their number. Recession is coupled with the 

housing crisis, by which through foreclosures an incredible amount of citizens are made 

homeless and the middle class is thinned out.  

 The financial crisis of 2008 harmed a few bankers and very many „lay people,‟ to 

which group must be counted a large spectre from wealthy investors (now less wealthy) 

to people on marginal living conditions before (but manifestly empowered after) the 

crisis. By strange criteria, the American Government (and several others with it) decided 

to bail-out some large banks while hundreds of others smaller ones were left to fail. 

The Colony 

In the middle of this approach to public bankruptcy, at least $ 3 billion annually flows to 

Israel, generally used for purchase of weapons for the country‟s perpetual warfares. 

Ironically, “America guarantees Israel‟s security,” but not that of its neighbouring 

countries (Lebanon, Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Libya, Tunis, Sudan, Iraq, Iran, Turkey, Qatar) 

which it – along with the US itself (USS Liberty, Free Gaza Flotilla) – feels free to attack 

whenever suitable. This solidarity with the most aggressive statehood on earth has been 

guaranteed in written, signed by ¾ of the members of congress, both senate and house. 

 This incredible treason – putting a foreign state‟s welfare before the ones to which 

the parliamentarians were elected can be characterized no other way – was the result of 

decade-long lobbying work of foremost AIPAC and ADL, among other Jewish Zionist 

organizations. Compare it with the fact, that less than 2% of the citizens of the USA are 

Jews and among them a significant part are not Zionists (i.e. supporting Israel‟s 

colonization efforts – mildly expressed). 

 The only state (I am deliberately not speaking of a Nation) which is tolerated for 

double citizenship with the American one is Israel. Many high officials and even some 

politicians in the American administration have such. 

 Beside the economical and military support, Israel enjoys complete political support 

from the United States, which blocks all marginally adverse resolutions in the UN 

Security Council; nevertheless, Israel feels free to ignore all „binding‟ resolutions also 

after the prostitution of the USA (e.g. the one ending the 2nd Lebanon War). It has 

therefore been clear to everyone who dares to open their eyes that USA has effectively 

turned into an Israeli colony. 

The Israeli part in 9/11 

Slowly, it emerges that an abnormal part of the atrocities committed on 9/11 were 

carried out by, or with the assistance, of Israeli (including Americans with a double 

Israeli-American citizenship). The city of New York was hardest hit by this massacre, with 

almost 3,000 immediate and so far, in the first 9 years, almost another 1,000 from 

diseases caused by the toxic fume inhalation, with many more to come [1]. 410,000 

were heavily exposed.  

 It must be feared that 9/11, which was co-orchestrated by Israel as part of a global 

anti-Islamic propaganda campaign, may give rise to a wave of anti-Semitic sentiments. It 

should be kept in mind, that there were many American Jews among these victims. More 
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American Part in 9/11 Israeli/Jewish Part in 9/11  Joint Part in 9/11 
Altered rules for interception Acquisition of WTC-7,-1 & -2 „Hijacker-scenery‟ 
WTC-security (Neil Bush) Preparation for demolition Demolition logistics 

Evacuating QRA-planes from   (moving firms, art students) Remotely contr.airplanes f. WTC 

  East-Coast to var. exercises Complete IT-surveillance Selective warning 
NORAD-FAA behavior Organization on parting air- Removal of President Bush  
Missile-Attack on Pentagon   ports (ICTS)  
FEMA for evidence-destr. in NY Evidence-destr.: steel remel-  
FBI for evidence-destr. in WDC   ted and exported to Asia  

Preparations in ShanksvillePA Richness from foreknowledge  
FBI for bomb alarm in CleveOH Insurance-fraud WTC 

NASA for prel. hostage of pass. Documentation (e.g. 5 dancing 
“Phone-calls from planes”   Israelis) 
Prevention of police action 

reasonable is, that this recognition backfires on the colonial power, forcing it to weaken 

its strangling grip on the American society. It is difficult to imagine how this can be 

carried out by peaceful means. 

 Below is an unusual attempt to detect the responsibilities for 9/11 between 

American and Israeli authors. For documentation of these claims, see the referred 

sources. 

 
Distribution of “tasks” relating to 9/11 to major group of culprits (incomplete). For documentation, 

see „Who were Responsible for 9/11‟ [2] and „Shanksville and Cleveland on 9/11‟ [3]. 

Treatment of the Soldiers and Veterans 

Until recently, the death-toll in Iraq was kept carefully manipulated to an unbelievable 

~4,500 soldiers. This only counted those who were killed immediately on site, but the 

majority, who died with a delay during transport or in the hospital, were not counted in 

this statistic. New figures from Dept. of Veterans Affairs Reports yields ~73,000 U.S. Gulf 

War Deaths [4], to be compared with the Vietnam War‟s 58,000 American fatalities. To 

that come the invalidating injuries: traumatic brain injury, amputations, depression 

(suicide [5]) and illnesses relating to the exposition to depleted uranium. The war has 

officially ended but fighting continues and there is still an army of 50,000 soldiers in Iraq 

– and a larger one in Afghanistan, while Israel demands (and possibly provokes) another 

war against Iran. At the other side, we find much higher figures of victims to an 

excessively violent and primitive ruling, but that may be considered another time. 

 How does the American homeland great their war-heroes? Many (most?) land 

among the vast masses of homeless and unemployed humans. The seriously wounded 

are discharged and the time-contract considered breached by the soldier, resulting in 

financial reclaim. To the injury is added another insult if material was damaged or lost in 

the battle, since this is then demanded replaced. A number of reports illustrates that this 

shameful practice may be of general character. 

Conclusion  

The mood in the American population is approaching a dangerous boiling point. The 

available politicians are today not posing a security valve for the many losers in society, 

and the upcoming mid-term election will not reflect their mood. If, however, the 

population finally understands the roots of 9/11, a virtual uprising is likely. Its 

consequences will be unpredictable, as revolutions have always been. To address the title 

of this article: Whether or not an uprising should be prevented loses importance with the 

fact that it probably cannot be. Get the best out of it! 
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